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CREW ESSENTIALS  FEATURE. 

IT’S NOT (JUST) 
ABOUT THE YACHT

WORDS  DAVID TICKLER, CAPTAIN MIKE 

HASTED & CAPTAIN PHIL STEVENS 

TO OUTSIDERS, SUPERYACHTING COULD APPEAR 

LIKE A PURELY  INDULGENT, EXTRAVAGANT USE 

OF RESOURCES THAT BENEFITS THE ELITE ALONE. 

BUT SCRATCH THE SURFACE AND THERE ARE MANY 

CREWS, AS WELL OWNERS, USING THEIR VESSELS 

FOR PHILANTHROPIC ACTS.

DAVID TICKLER, 
PROJECT 55

1Get sponsored: It’s an obvious one and, thanks 

to websites like JustGiving (justgiving.com), it 

couldn’t be simpler to badger your friends, relatives 

and suppliers for cash. Pick an event that fits in with 

your yacht’s timetable, set up a page and get collecting. 

Making the most of a build period in the UK, my crew 

has run two-and-a-half marathons and swum across 

an estuary, and so far raised over £6,000 for a range 

of charities from the local lifeboat station to Amnesty 

International.

2Volunteer: Beach clean-ups, soup kitchens, giving 

a talk to local students about what life at sea is like; 

we all have knowledge and skills to share with others.

3Help a scientist: The International SeaKeepers 

Society is a network of yachts that volunteer to 

have monitoring equipment fitted to the hull to collect 

data on global ocean conditions. The places we go 

and the routes we take mean we can make a serious 

contribution to what science knows about the condition 

of the world’s oceans. Alternatively, offer your local 

marine laboratory water samples from your travels. 

Nothing says “I care” to a marine biologist like a new 

species of algae.

4Shop locally: Can you buy from local suppliers 

rather than shipping boxes halfway round the world 

when you resupply? 

5Source responsibly: Buy fish on the Marine 

Stewardship Council’s Green List (msc.org/cook-eat-

enjoy), see if the food budget will stretch to spending a 

little extra on Fairtrade products, try and use products 

with less of an environmental impact on the paint and 

the teak as well as the interior (a challenge, I know!).

6Donate: Old clothes (yours and, with permission, 

even the owner’s), toys and equipment can make 

a difference to the local community you’re passing 

through.

7Give blood: Many hospitals in remote communities 

need help to keep blood supplies topped up. It could 

be worth popping in if you are around for a few days 

to see if you can donate to their blood banks, and you 

might help save a life in the process.

8Share your yacht with a medical professional 

or vital supplies: Yachting-related charities are 

looking for vessels to donate space, a bed or some 

time to assist them in their missions to remote coastal 

communities. 

YachtAid Global places medical, educational and 

conservation supplies on yachts travelling off the 

beaten path. 

OK Prosthetics has placed medical teams and 

prosthetic limbs on vessels to be taken to places like 

Haiti, where the locals desperately need medical aid.

8 SUGGESTIONS YOU CAN START ON TODAY:Q Can you reconcile working on a 

superyacht with the desire to 

make a difference in the world beyond 

the passerelle?

A career in yachting can be very 

rewarding, both in material terms and 

in the satisfaction that comes from 

delivering excellence to the guests. 

However, it can lead some of us to 

wonder if we haven’t sold our souls 

to work in an industry that serves the 

needs of the wealthy few and has the 

carbon footprint of a small nation. 

A Of course it is, just as it’s possible 

to contribute to your community 

in any other walk of life. It’s a job, not a 

straitjacket, and very few boats insist 

on a lobotomy as part of the crew 

induction process.

THE CHALLENGES
That said, yachting presents some 

unique challenges and opportunities 

for the public spirited:

You’re always on the move: It can 

be hard to join and commit to local 

volunteer groups, and to become part 

of a community, when you may be 

called away to a charter on the other 

side of the Atlantic at a moment’s 

notice. 

BUT the constant travel gives you 

the opportunity to do something for 

communities and places you might 

never otherwise visit. Even if you’re 

there just for a weekend and only have 

time to pick up litter from the quay, 

you’ve made a difference.

Luxury can be wasteful: You’re always 

making too much food, or buying new 

kit and clothes to replace items that 

have hardly been used but are last 

year’s model or style. 

BUT this generates material for 

donation to local charities (eg old toys 

and clothes that the owner’s children 

have outgrown).

Yachting can be a cocoon: This can 

make it hard to remember what the 

real world is like (where you have to 

pay your own electricity bill and buy 

your own food). Norms of behaviour 

develop that can be hard to change. 

BUT the plus side is that cultures on 

yachts are strong and if they can be 

changed for the better, you can create 

a powerful force.

When you’re busy, you’re BUSY: You’ve 

barely time to eat and sleep, never 

mind fix global poverty or climate 

change. 

BUT generous leave allowances and 

yard periods when you find yourself 

with evening and weekends free are 

chances to get involved.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?
Not only is it possible to turn obstacles 

presented by the nature of the job 

into positives but making the most 

of opportunities to give something 

back benefits you as well as those you 

choose to help.

Personal development: Yes, this old 

chestnut. You have a choice: You can 

do your job, pocket the pay and think 

no more of it; and in a year’s time you’ll 

have a reference that probably says 

you’re a nice guy/girl and did as you 

were asked. OR you can get involved, 
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make a difference outside your role 

and earn a reputation as someone who 

makes changes happen and thinks 

beyond their job description. Which 

person do you want to be?

Stress busting: A busy guest charter is 

a pressure cooker: a month of irregular 

meals, sleep and a barely existent 

social life takes its toll. While a day 

spent lying on a beach will definitely 

be required post-charter, once you’ve 

repaid the sleep debt, spending a free 

weekend doing something positive 

away from the boat can be a great way 

to rebalance yourself.

Building your yacht’s brand: No, this 

isn’t about cheesy marketing for the 

brochure. It’s about making your boat 

one that you are proud to be a part of; 

about being an example to your peers 

and showing them just how much is 

possible. It’s also about showing the 

“non-yachties” that there’s more to the 

industry than extravagance and waste.

>

>
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agfantigua@yahoo.com | +1 (268) 560 1989 | All Saint’s Road, 

Belmont

Originally started to provide care for homeless special needs 

children who were living in a local hospital and institute for 

destitute citizens, today the home is permanent residence to 

eight people with disabilities, provides day-care for three more 

and, with the help of a full-time paediatrician, offers free care to 

a further 150 disabled people in the community.

The Project relies on volunteers and donations to function. It 

welcomes donations of money and time through volunteering, 

as well as clothes and items to be sold at its weekly thrift stall.

GRASSROOTS 
CAPTAIN PHIL STEVENS, M/Y SLIPSTREAM 

Last summer, M/Y Slipstream started 

an onboard collection with the 

intention of making donations to 

crew-picked charities. We each donate 

2.5 per cent of our charter gratuities 

to a collection pot and at the end of 

the season we choose appropriate 

crew-nominated causes. By the end of 

summer 2010, we had collected in the 

region of $8,000.

We donated sums to schools in 

Kenya (€1,700) and Malawi (€500, 

which paid a teacher’s salary for 11 

months).

Then, while chartering in the 

Caribbean, we researched orphanages 

in the region to award the remaining 

funds. We found The Amazing Grace 

Project in Antigua, a volunteer-run 

organisation for adults and children 

THE AMAZING GRACE PROJECT, ANTIGUA

with various medically defined 

disabilities, who are in need of long-

term care. The mission of Amazing 

Grace includes assisting families in 

caring for and/or nursing their loved 

ones in a “home-like” environment.

Rather than anonymously donating, 

we visited under the pretence of 

offering unused clothing as well as 

toys, books and learning aids. The 

“real” purpose of our recce trip was 

to see the project for ourselves and 

determine if we, as a crew, felt a 

financial contribution could make 

a difference, however small. During 

and after the visit the very humbled 

crew was in no doubt we wanted 

to donate to this particular cause 

and subsequently sent EC$15,000 

(€3,850).

When we are next in Antigua, we 

plan to visit The Amazing Grace Project 

and spend a few days “fixing up” the 

premises. We have so many skills on a 

yacht – including painting, plumbing, 

electrics and carpentry – that we are 

sure things could be improved in no 

time.

We have realised the importance 

of focusing on a small number 

of projects and making a regular 

contribution,  which we feel can make 

a real difference in the long term. An 

important part of the support and 

donation process is feedback from the 

project; knowing that we are making 

a difference and seeing the changes 

drives the crew’s enthusiasm and 

inspiration to continue philanthropic 

work. 

The Slipstream crew has considered 

establishing a charity to expand 

this idea but we found the required 

administration is prohibitive. We 

concluded the best approach is to 

spread the idea among the charter 

industry and try to encourage other 

yachts to adopt a similar project, 

personalising it to their yacht and crew 

alone. Charter crew are very fortunate 

and we visit these places on a regular 

basis, so leaving some form of legacy 

to the local communities is a positive 

thing we can do.

In conclusion, to any yachts wishing 

to establish your own scheme, I would 

highly recommend visiting those 

you wish to donate to, either as an 

individual or a group. The impact of 

what you can achieve and donate is a 

highly motivating experience, if one is 

ever needed.

>
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For more information write to training@bondtm.com  www.bond tm.com

• The yachting industry’s first IT courses 

designed for yacht crew 

• Endorsed by the PYA and taught by 

instructors with real onboard experience 

• Monthly IT courses in Amsterdam 

• Recruiting and placing ETO’s regularly

EMPOWER 
YOUR CREW.
Get ready to solve any  
IT trouble on board.The Slipstream crew (L to R) : Second chef Ed, Chef Geoff, Deckhands Harry and Phil, Captain Phil, Second Engineer Duncan, 

Stew Maddy, Second Stew Amber, Second Mate Ben, Chief Stew Jo, First Mate Paul, Stew Crissy (missing Chief Engineer 

Jeremy and Stew Anna).

Caption here
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Sailing eastward on oily seas past Haiti’s 

infamous isle of Tortuga, I had time to 

reflect on an amazing experience.

In less than three months, it had been 

our second visit to the capital, Port-

au-Prince, and our medical prosthetics 

team had just flown back to Europe.

We arrived in Haiti for the first time in 

February this year, laden to the gunnels 

with materials for the assembly and 

fitting of 600 below-knee prosthetics 

limbs for the amputee earthquake-

survivors of the January 2010.

The materials kits that we carried 

were the result of two very generous 

donations from private individual 

donors, who knew of the highly 

advanced OK Prosthetics amputee-

fitting system and technique, whereby a 

single amputee is evaluated, fitted with 

a new leg and walking within one hour. 

This is the most advanced, comfortable 

and cost-effective system of amputee 

assistance available in the world today.

My crew of three and I were the 

support team for the three prosthetists 

and their coordinator. For their two 

10-day visits to Haiti, we provided their 

floating base-station laboratory and 

living quarters, on anchor in front of 

Port-au-Prince during their amputee 

assistance programme.

Aside from keeping the yacht safe and 

providing meals and accommodation 

for the team, our crew were assisting 

with logistical support necessary in 

transporting the materials and kit 

ashore each day. We loaded them into 

the 4x4 waiting near the beach, which 

would transport the prosthetics team 

and their kits to the village clinic or 

facility where they would work that day.

It was truly exhilarating to welcome 

the team back aboard each evening, 

tired and inspired after a day of fitting 

up to 10 amputees with new limbs – 

one per hour – and training the local 

Haitian technicians. All involved fully 

appreciated the joy and relief that this 

newfound mobility brings to each of the 

amputees and their families.

One of our crew, Mate Cem Bicer 

from Izmir in Turkey, was particularly 

inspired by this daily achievement 

and requested to join the team in their 

programme. Under the supervision 

of the lead prosthetist, Cem assisted 

Read more about the origins of the OK Prosthetics Sea-legs programme 

and background from TCR Issue 28 at thecrewreport.com/OKP. 

For more information about the Sea-legs programme and the global OK 

Prosthetics humanitarian mission, contact Anthony Just at anthony.just@

omniaccess.com. okprosthetics.com 

HUMANITARIAN AID
CAPTAIN MIKE HASTED, M/Y B II

with the mechanical assembly of the 

limbs, alignment of the actual foot and 

socket extensions, and casting of the 

polyurethane stump sockets (below). 

By the end of our second programme 

in May, under careful supervision from 

the prosthetics team, Cem was carrying 

out the entire process of fitting an 

amputee all on his own. He was making 

sockets that were just as comfortable 

and precise as those made by the team 

of trained technicians. Following this 

introduction to the OK Prosthetics 

technique and ongoing humanitarian 

programme, and the fitting of more than 

150 amputees in Haiti during our two 

short visits, Cem is keen to follow on 

with this inspiring project and may soon 

carry out an official course programme. 

Back on anchor in the BVI, we await 

orders for the next Sea-legs mission 

to Haiti in November, when Cem and 

the prosthetics team will once again fit 

Haitian amputees with the life changing 

mobility provided by the OK Prosthetics 

system and philosophy.  

>
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Need health care  
when you’re at sea?

ship-to-shore  
evacuation is  
paid for.

When you’re spending time at sea, it’s vital 
to know that if you have a health emergency 
and need to get to hospital, you’ll be taken 
to shore. That’s why our International Health 

Plan Marine covers the cost of emergency 

evacuation off the vessel. And along with
our over-the-phone interpretation service 
and 24-hour helplines, you’ll have full support 
all the way. 

Wherever you are, we’ll connect you 

to the right medical expertise 24/7.

+44(0) 1892 707 985 

axappphealthcare.co.uk/marine
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The OK team: Crewmembers Caroline (far left), Hugh (red shirt) and Cem (bottom right) with the OK Prosthetics team and 

local Haitian trainees onboard BII. 
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CORALWATCH
coralwatch.org

You can work with the University of 

Queensland, Brisbane on CoralWatch, 

which has developed a cheap, simple, 

OTHER IDEAS FOR WAYS YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

There are 
hundreds of 
organisations 
or initiatives 
that you can get 
involved in, but 
here are a few 
ideas to get you 
started:

non-invasive method for monitoring 

coral bleaching and assessing coral 

health. In partnership with Project 

AWARE Foundation, it has registered 

over 500 CoralWatch monitoring 

locations worldwide, so it is easy to get 

involved.

 

MARINE INDUSTRY CARES 
FOUNDATION
marineindustrycares.org

This Florida-based charity looks to 

bring together the marine industry and 

local community and was founded by 

over two dozen superyacht industry 

leaders, including many ex-yacht crew. 

Money is raised through an annual 

Spin-A-Thon for local charities, golf 

tournaments and a growing number 

of events.

INTERNATIONAL SEAKEEPERS 
SOCIETY
seakeepers.org

SeaKeepers supports the scientific 

oceanographic community, promotes 

educational opportunities on ocean 

issues and best practices in boating 

through work with the Clean Marinas 

programme, mooring buoy installation 

and SeaKeepers blue (clean) 

boating competitions for yachts and 

crews. SeaKeepers has membership 

levels specifically designed for 

yachting industry professionals on- 

or offshore. Check the website for 

upcoming events in October.

YACHTAID GLOBAL
yachtaidglobal.org

This charity places educational and 

medical supplies on superyachts that 

are planning to pass by remote coastal 

communities in need of aid; it has cast 

its net wide, working from Alaska to 

Fiji. YAG also welcomes donations and 

yacht-led charity events, such as the 

YAG Slojo Transpacific Triathlon last 

year, which raised over $53,000 for the 

charity.

ht tp : / /www.mscb . im

Yacht crew - going to the 
Monaco Yacht Show 2011?

Join Moore Stephens Crew 
Benefits @ the Griffin Yacht 
Club for:

Free breakfast and lunch 
Open bar  

Free WiFi

Reserve your place online today

>



THE UNIQUE ENVIRONMENTS A YACHT VISITS CAN PROVIDE 

THOSE ONCE IN A LIFETIME DIVING EXPERIENCES THAT TRULY 

HOOK SOMEONE FOREVER. 

BUT DO YOU KNOW HOW TO DEAL WITH THE LESS ABLE 

GUESTS WHO WANT TO DON A WET SUIT AND GET STUCK IN? 

THERE ARE A HOST OF POTENTIAL RISKS AND FACTORS OF 

WHICH YOU SHOULD BE AWARE, SAYS A DOCTOR AND DIVE 

EXPERT ON P35. THE MOST ADVENTUROUS DIVERS MAY 

WANT TO STEP UP TO THE PLATE AND PLUNGE INTO THE DEEP 

FREEZE OF POLAR WATERS. BUT IT’S NO SIMPLE AFFAIR. TURN 

TO P46 TO FIND OUT WHAT’S IN STORE IN THE ICY WATERS.

AND IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO UPDATE YOUR DIVE LOCKER WITH 

SOME NEW KIT, TURN TO P42 TO FIND OUT WHAT’S HOT UNDER 

THE SURFACE.

THE
DIVING 
ISSUE


